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About This Game

NitroRage - crazy multiplayer races with weapons. Destroy your competitors using the minigun, rocket launcher, flamethrower
and other guns, or abuse of the machine with a RAM-style Derby. Drive using nitro boosts, jump with springboard on the roofs

of buildings, and the demolition of funiture stores and offices, find on the map new weapons. Waiting for you the most
destructible environments, lots of fun, explosions and drive and nice graphics on top game engine Unreal engine 4.
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Title: NitroRage
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing
Developer:
XXXgames
Publisher:
XXXgames
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8, Windows 7

Processor: 3 ГГц

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB Pixel Shader 3.0 (Radeon X1650/GeForce 6800* or newer)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Sound card compatible with DirectX

English,Italian,Arabic,Greek,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Turkish,Finnish,Swedish
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awesome game! love playing with my bffs!. should have dedicated servers
shady bussines activities by devs. dont install.. I love this game. The deep combat system gives the game a form of strategy wuth
every movement. The graphics give the game a humble charm and the controls are really responsive. I went into this game rather
iffy but i was satisfied in the end. The only real gripe that I have with this game is that the singleplayer campaign is really short
and has no real loveable characters. All in all, a good game and I HIGHLY recommend.. It is not even funny how bad this game
is. Do not buy it. Buy Blur or Mashed or Micro Machines or anything but not this game. I bought this for me and 3 friends. We
had fun for about one minute. After this time the performance got so bad and bugs started to occur.

You can buy a good beer for the same money and you will have more and longer fun with it then with this crappy bug thing..
this is an good game, with good graphics!
the bad reviews are no reviews!! this game is not finisch, but give the developers a change to make
this good game an finisch good game!!
i like racing games! and this game can if it is finisch an very good racing game!!. Its like GTA V, just wayyyy better graphics
and gameplay ! I dont get how this can be so sheep they obviously put a lot of hours into this amazing 4k game! worth every
single penny !. no good game no servers to play on...tryed to join the group 1 of them was private.... It's like GTA but it's kinda
better
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This racing\/shooting game is something like Blur if you know. In Blur, you race and shoot your opponents to slow them, you
can take the pickups to get boost, rockets etc. But this game is deatmatch on 1 small map and thats all. There are only 3 pickups,
first is rockets, second is health and third is barrel of something that just do nothing! I know, the version of the game is 0.2, but
it isnt worth the price and I think, it wont get better. Physics are disaster and handling is the worst! If you drive fast and want to
turn another side, you will get the worst slide in your life.

+ Good looking graphics
+ Split screen multiplayer
+ Customization of your car (4 colours and 1 paint job with 3 colours - better than nothing)

- Handling is too sensitive and the car isnt handable at higher speed
- Only 3 cars
- Only 1 map
- Only 3 pickups and 1 doesnt do anything
- Indicators on the bottom of screen - radar isnt working
- Empty servers
- Game looks better on the lower graphic settings than on the highest
- When you fall on the roof of your car, you will just get respawned automatically
- The worst car sounds
- It just isnt fun

If you looking at an action racing game choose Flatout 2, Flatout Ultimate Carnage or Blur. Dont buy this, its waste of money
and it wont be good if they make it free.
 Its just a racing nightmare. 1\/10 . Nitro Rage is an online multiplayer car combat game. There seem to be no bots to
play against, making for a super dull singleplayer experience. Sure you can drive around an empty map imagining all
the cool things you can do, but there was no one playing the game for me to play a match against. The game looks good
and it should for using the engine it is... the map is big... but I think that's where the compliments end.

I differ to the "no trailer, no buy." You can also tell a lot about a game by its menu buttons and HUD. In this case its
transparent boxes with text over them. Sure they can output a game that looks great, but can't cobble together a HUD
and menu buttons? It leads me to believe they didn't make the game or just imported its assets and maps. I hate to
jump to that conclusion, but there's just not a lot to talk about with an online multiplayer only game that didn't have
any multiplayer when I played it.

To the developers, if you've made it this far, add some bots please. To anyone looking to buy it, avoid it.. game is trash ,
better is a free game like a unturned or paladins or robocraft but this is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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